A comparison of surface doses for two immobilizing systems.
To achieve accurate and reproducible treatments, many types of immobilizing systems have been used. Two of these systems: Alpha Cradle and VacFix, conform around the patient to improve day-to-day treatment repositioning. The Alpha Cradle system has been in clinical use for several years. The system involves two polyurethane chemicals which upon mixing in a latex bag will expand and harden around the patient. The second system (VacFix) uses a 0.15 mm thick plastic bag loosely filled with 1 mm polysterol spheres. The patient lays on the bag in the treatment position and the air is evacuated from the bag. This system retains its shape for the entire treatment and can be re-used. In some patient set-ups, it is possible that the beam is modified as it passes through these devices, causing a potential change in the target dose and an increase in the patient surface dose. CT scans of the Alpha Cradle and VacFix systems were performed and relative densities were calculated and compared to air. Material densities and surface dose data for a Cobalt-60 teletherapy unit and a dual photon linear accelerator are presented.